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01 Cumulus Bookshelf
from www.hagerling.se
02 KGB Garmar Sideboard
from www.kgb-limited.com
03 Rise of Flames by Frederik Roije
from www.roije.com
04 Mud Tea Cups
from www.kovalifestyle.com.au
05 Colonel Furniture, Paris
from www.moncolonel.fr

#

06 Slightly Windy Music Box by ECAL/
José Ferrufino
from www.ecal.ch
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A far cry from the gilt-edged
teacups of our grandmothers,
the range of cups from Mud
Australia is constructed from
porcelain clay with a clear glaze
applied to the inside to create
a stone-like surface. The range
of Mud homewares is oven,
microwave, dishwasher and
food safe, making it perfect
for all occasions.

07 Bathtub by Studio Thol
from www.studiothol.nl
08 Duplex Aquarium/Cage
from www.constanceguisset.com
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09 Vintage French Louis XV-Style Armchair		
from gabba5waysantiquesemporium.com
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10 Kuba Accent Chair
from Domayne Fortitude Valley
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Seville Table Lamp
from Domayne Fortitude Valley

12 Nogg Chicken House
from www.nogg.co
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Designer Thomas Linssen considers evolution
when designing his products, particularly how,
in nature, form is determined by natural forces
and elements. His Bathtub is created from
a chair, and the weight of the water helps
determine the shape during the design process.
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TREASURE

Whether your interior preference is
Georgian, Victorian, Edwardian or
Oriental, finding that key piece to complete
a room can be like finding buried treasure.
If fortune is on your side, you may well
discover that elusive piece amongst the
thousands of antiques at Gabba 5 Ways
Antiques Emporium.
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